Multiphasic MR imaging: a new method for direct imaging of pulsatile CSF flow.
A new technique is described that allows for the creation of pure pulsatile flow magnetic resonance (MR) images in a single acquisition. Five to 16 electrocardiographically gated images spanning the entire cardiac cycle are obtained with use of a gradient-echo pulse sequence. The section can be varied from 4 mm thick to full thickness projection. Taken singly, each image provides direct assessment of flow direction and velocity. Subtraction of image pairs eliminates signal detected from stationary protons, producing images of pulsatile flow. In this study the technique was used to image the flow of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) in healthy subjects and in one patient with syringohydromyelia. The data suggest that multiphasic MR imaging provides a powerful means for the noninvasive assessment of CSF pulsatile flow dynamics and may have potential clinical application for the investigation of a variety of abnormalities such as normal pressure hydrocephalus, syrinx, and spinal block.